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a b s t r a c t 

This paper presents an interactive design system that allows the user to create and fabricate stylized 

sculptures in water-based clay, using a standard 6-axis robot arm. This system facilitates the material- 

ization of abstract design intentions into clay, through the algorithmic formulation of sculpting styles, 

the optimal path planning of the sculpting toolpaths, and a subtractive robotic fabrication process us- 

ing customized tools. Unlike other precision-driven fabrication technologies, the authors embrace artistic 

uncertainty by conducting manual and robotic sculpting experiments and incorporating prominent pa- 

rameters that affect the fabrication quality. The versatility of the described approach is demonstrated by 

designing a series of sculpting styles over a wide range of 3D models and robotically fabricating them in 

clay. Additionally, the paper explores various strategies for designing stylized robotic sculpting patterns 

by generating toolpaths informed by different techniques. 

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. 

This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license 

( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ) 
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. Introduction 

Sculpture is one of the oldest forms of three-dimensional visual 

rt, and clay is among the most widespread and frequently used 

culptural media. Clay is malleable and can be formed into any 

maginable shape, which makes it suitable for both additive and 

ubtractive processes. During a sculpting process, artists utilize a 

ariety of techniques and employ their hands or different tools to 

orm a piece of clay until it satisfies the intent of their artistic ex- 

ression. 

In today’s industrialized context, CNC milling is widely used 

or the manufacturing of three-dimensional sculptures, and often 

ubstitutes traditional manufacturing processes such as stone carv- 

ng or foam cutting. However, conventional CNC milling techniques 

re limited when applied to soft materials like water-based clay. 

ighly ductile materials are notoriously difficult to cut mechani- 

ally, and the strong adhesive tendency of clay greatly hinders the 

emoval of small shavings. A special technique called “cryogenic 

achining” uses low-temperature coolant to freeze soft or elastic 

aterials (for instance, rubber) temporarily during the milling pro- 

ess [1] , but has to our knowledge not been used for clay material. 
∗ Corresponding author. 
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On the other hand, human sculpting still holds a special place 

ue to its close association with arts and crafts. Due to the non- 

inear nature of the design process, artists usually rely on an inter- 

ctive process to think and create through their minds and hands 

imultaneously. Compared to machining, manual clay sculpting sat- 

sfies this need with layers of sculpting strokes that are easily mod- 

fied and superimposed on one another. Additionally, the often im- 

erfect surface finish records the working process of the artist, and 

hus becomes a feature of artistic expression ( Fig. 1 ). Such pat- 

erns and textures are difficult to achieve, and are often not consid- 

red in CNC machining—and if they are required, they are typically 

chieved by subsequent special surface treatments. 

With the long term goal of endowing robots with human-level 

kill, we present a user-guided design and motion planning frame- 

ork for robotic clay sculpting. By isolating those parameters re- 

ated to the aesthetics of the sculpture from the fabrication pro- 

ess, we enable the user to define the style of the result. Our sys- 

em automates the sculpting process by generating feasible motion 

rajectories that can be executed by robotic manipulators. 

In order to make the computational problem tractable, we fo- 

us on a sculpting process that only involves material subtraction, 

sing custom-shaped wire loop tools ( Fig. 3 ). The use of such cus- 

omized tools poses two challenges: since the tools are not ro- 

ationally symmetric, applying conventional path planning algo- 

ithms for CNC machining, which treat the tool as axisymmetric, 
under the CC BY-NC-ND license 
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Fig. 1. Various clay sculpting and modelling examples by human artists. 
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s not an option. Thus, new planning algorithms are needed to suit 

ur tool, i.e. manage all 6 Degrees of Freedom (DoFs). The other 

hallenge is how to support a wide range of possible sculpting 

trokes that unleash the expression of the user’s creativity while 

imultaneously complying with the aforementioned algorithms. 

We open our investigation with a set of experiments aimed at 

dentifying the primary parameters that affect the expression of 

he user’s design intent. Building on the insights gained through 

hese experiments, we then address the challenges listed above by 

eparating the entire pipeline into two independent units: 

• User-Guided Initialization exposes a set of parameters for the 

user to control interactively, and transfers the input style infor- 

mation into a series of initial tool positions, i.e. a toolpath, that 

matches their design intent. This part aims to provide the user 

the freedom to design the sculpting strokes; 
• Path Planning takes the initial toolpath as input to an opti- 

mization, and computes the complete robot trajectories. This 

part aims to find a high fidelity approximation of the input that 

balances accuracy and design expression. It further resolves any 

collisions, and respects all other workspace constraints of the 

fabrication robot. 

We demonstrate the versatility of our computational approach 

sing examples of increasing geometric complexity, and finally fab- 

icate these objects with a Universal Robot UR5 ( 5 kg -payload ver- 

ion), to assess the degree to which the simulated results translate 

o the real world. We then further explore and extend the style 

eneration methods, and classify them into three categories with 

upporting analysis and discussion. 

.1. Overview 

As illustrated in Fig. 2 , our pipeline proceeds as follows: 

1. Given a mesh representation of the target model as input, the 

user sketches free strokes on the model to define preferred in- 

dependent areas for further processing. 

2. For each disconnected stroke group, the system computes a de- 

composed patch. 

3. With a minimal set of user input as directional guides, our sys- 

tem generates the initial sculpting paths for each patch. 

4. After the toolpaths have been initialized, the optimization ad- 

justs them to eliminate collisions and smoothen sharp corners, 

while still maintaining the artistic expression. 

5. Finally, once the toolpath has been successfully optimized, the 

user can preview the simulated result, or directly execute the 

trajectory information computed from the optimization to ob- 

tain a physical artefact of the “stylized” target geometry in clay. 

This paper is an extended version of the conference paper 

hat appeared in the proceeding of the ACM Symposium on Com- 

utational Fabrication 2020 [2] . The rest of the paper is struc- 

ured as follows: Section 2 covers work related to our research. 

ection 3 shows a series of design experiments we conducted to 

nderstand how the material deforms with specific fabrication pa- 

ameters. Section 4 explains how we built our design system based 
151 
n the important parameters extracted from those design experi- 

ents. Section 5 presents the optimization formulation that helps 

o transform design intent into collision-free, feature-preserving 

obot trajectories. We demonstrate the capacity of our system on a 

et of physically fabricated examples in Section 6 , and extend the 

ethods in Section 7 for exploring and analysing various styles in 

ddition to the original paper. We finally discuss the limitations 

nd future work in Section 8 . 

. Related work 

Clay Fabrication As a representative material for geometry 

orming, clay sculpting has been widely used in the arts and crafts 

s a hand modelling process [3,4] . Recently, its economical and 

alleable characteristics have also led to increasing popularity in 

D printing and multi-axis robotic applications. These applications 

ypically employ a customized tool attached to a common 3-axis 

NC machine [5] or a 6-axis industrial robot arm [6] and man- 

facture artefacts through additive, subtractive, or formative pro- 

esses. Additive processes usually deposit clay either in layers to 

reate sealed surface geometries, or in a woven style [7,8] to cre- 

te patterns. Deposition processes start either from a non-planar 

ase geometry [9,10] or a planar base that is gradually transformed 

o a non-horizontal fabrication plane [11,12] . Taking advantage of 

he material’s malleability, digitally controlled throwing of the clay 

as also been studied in order to erect large-scale building struc- 

ures at a distance [13] . Subtractive and formative processes, how- 

ver, generally start with an initial block of clay which is shaped 

y either applying pressure to deform the material [14] , or cutting 

aterial away [15] . Weichel et al. [16] combined additive and sub- 

ractive processes (i.e., milling) using two distinct tools. In contrast 

o these works, our method targets the fabrication of smaller-scale, 

etailed, high-curvature geometries that exhibit the characteristics 

f sculpted clay. 

esign Input & Interactive Robotic Processes Besides additive and 

ubtractive robotic processes for clay, there is a larger body of work 

hat combines interactive design with virtual morphing or physical 

abrication. These approaches often use a customized user inter- 

ace to collect the design input and translate it into commands to 

odify the digital target model, or to physically actuate the robot. 

Various researchers have developed interactive rapid- 

rototyping systems that provide instant feedback or guidance 

uring the fabrication process [17–20] . These systems emphasize 

ser interaction, and embrace the imprecise mapping between the 

igital models and the physical results. Clifford et al. [21] em- 

loyed a different approach, similar to Schwartz and Prasad [15] , 

ut using the hot-wire cutting technique on styrofoam to generate 

ustomized carving patterns. Similar pattern effects have also been 

chieved on wood [22,23] , in which a neural networks was applied 

o collect feature data from human operators using a gouge in 

rder to replicate carving movements robotically. However, the 

esearch only explored single-movement features (such as torque 

nd carving angles), and relies on precise predetermined toolpaths 

o carve out visually similar patterns on low-curvature surfaces. In 

ontrast, our approach allows the user to focus on sculpting styles, 

hile the system generates and optimizes the toolpaths behind 

he scenes, and actuates the robot to sculpt on a large variety of 

urfaces. 

Another difference of our system lies in the decoupling of the 

esign and fabrication process. Instead of requiring the user to par- 

icipate in the entire design-to-fabrication sequence, and to incre- 

entally modify the design based on the fabricated results, we 

ully automate the fabrication process. At the same time, we facil- 

tate the design process through an interactive toolpath initializa- 

ion, and compute feasible toolpaths that balance the user’s design 
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Fig. 2. System overview. It takes four steps to design & sculpt a given model with specific styles: 1) the system takes a general triangle mesh as input and decomposes it 

based on the drawn strokes. 2) The user specifies sculpting styles based on the patch-level parameters, and generates a set of initial toolpaths using our system. 3) Using the 

initialized toolpaths as input, the optimization computes robot trajectories while maintaining style information and simultaneously resolving collisions. 4) The trajectories 

are executed on a UR5 to sculpt a physical clay model that matches the optimized results. 
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nputs and model accuracy through an optimization process. In our 

ontext, the distribution of toolpaths vitally influences the appear- 

nce of the final surface. Kontovourkis and Tryfonos [24] and Rael 

nd Fratello [25] demonstrated potential applications in this direc- 

ion, but did not address the potential of subtractive robotic clay 

culpting. This leads us to develop novel style-oriented toolpath 

eneration techniques. 

ath Planning While toolpath planning plays an essential part in 

ur work, we frame it in a broader context of path generation 

roblems where a large body of work is available in CNC ma- 

hining [26–31] . One main difference of our work lies in the cus- 

omized tool, which requires specially designed path planning al- 

orithms to explicitly take into account all of its 6 DoFs, where a 

ormal milling bit or a dragging knife only requires the path plan- 

ing algorithm to manage 5 DoFs. Dragomatz and Mann [32] sur- 

eyed general path generation methods used in CNC milling, and 

lber and Cohen [33] summarized two main approaches, isocurves 

nd contours , and their strengths and weaknesses. Our method is 

imilar to the isocurve approach, but allows for more flexibility in 

oolpath generation as we emphasize design expression over ma- 

hining time or toolpath length. To increase the variety of surface 

tyles, we further employ a “divide-and-conquer” approach to tool- 

ath generation by splitting the target geometry into several sub- 

ections. Similar approaches have also been applied to multi-axis 

illing path generation [34,35] . 

The general problem of robotic path planning has been studied 

xtensively in the past, and software packages are readily avail- 

ble. For example, the Open Motion Planning Library [36] pro- 

ides a collection of sampling-based algorithms to plan a feasi- 

le path between two points, subject to optimality conditions. The 

escartes package of the ROS-Industrial project [37] implements a 

ree search to find a robot trajectory that matches a suite of pre- 

cribed tool positions. Unlike these applications, however, toolpath 

lanning for our application calls for long trajectories with dense 

ampling, in order to accurately follow the fine-scaled details of 

he target shape. Further, the entire length of the cut path is 

eavily restricted by collision constraints and computationally ex- 

ensive optimization criteria. Such conditions are inherently chal- 

enging for sampling based approaches. Notably, De Maeyer et al. 

38] report that already for 50 trajectory points, memory usage 

tarts to become a matter of concern for the tree search used by 

escartes . In our application we routinely exceed this number ten- 

old. We therefore choose to rely on iterative optimization, namely 

ewton’s method, to handle the large number of parameters—

lbeit at the expense of global optimality. 

Robotic manipulation of a wire-like tool has recently been stud- 

ed in Duenser et al. [39] , where an elastically deformable, heated 

od cuts through blocks of polystyrene foam. That work focused on 

rajectory optimization for a small number of individual cuts using 

 comparably large tool, rather than on a global cutting strategy. In 

ontrast, the tools we employ are much smaller in size, such that 
t

152 
 global strategy for path generation is necessary. Nevertheless, we 

raw inspiration from their work for our path planning step, and 

ptimize for feasible robot trajectories in a similar fashion. 

Style Transfer . There has been considerable research interests 

n style transfer for images using machine learning tools [40–43] in 

ecent years. Other stylization applications in graphics such as styl- 

zed rendering [44,45] , simulation of brush strokes [46–48] , styliza- 

ion of photographs and videos [49,50] have also been investigated 

n different circumstances. While these works mainly focus on styl- 

zation in the 2D context, few have touched the realm of the three 

imensional world, especially of fabrication. 

These works mainly focus on stylization in the two-dimensional 

ontext, and few have looked at three-dimensional stylization, es- 

ecially in combination with fabrication. While we draw inspira- 

ion from two-dimensional painting techniques, our unique appli- 

ation of stylized clay sculpting with a 6-axis robot arm requires 

ovel techniques for stylization. 

. Design factor extraction 

Instead of developing a fully automated system similar to exist- 

ng software for Computer-Aided Manufacturing (CAM), we intend 

o provide the user with control over those aspects of the fabrica- 

ion process that are relevant for the design and appearance of an 

bject. Thus, we need to first understand what factors affect the 

abricated result of a sculpting process so as to abstract them into 

arameters that can be built into our system. 

In order to reveal the most important design parameters, we 

onducted a series of experiments involving the interaction be- 

ween the tool and clay medium. These experiments were de- 

igned to help us in three aspects: 

• Understand the relationship between the material deformation 

and sculpting velocity. 
• Guide the selection of suitable shapes and sizes for the cus- 

tomized tools. 
• Decide on a minimal set of parameters exposed to the user to 

exert control on the toolpath generation. 

Before discussing the details of these experiments, we briefly 

ntroduce our tool designs. 

.1. Customized loop tool 

A conventional loop tool ( Fig. 3 ) for cutting clay consists of a 

andle and a planar “loop”, a piece of steel wire or a thin, narrow 

etal strip bent into rectangular, triangular, or circular profiles to 

ulfill different cutting needs (size, angle, texture effects, level of 

etail, etc.). While the sculptor uses their hands for modelling in 

dditive and formative processes, such loop tools are usually used 

or the subtractive process—cutting a strip of clay off by moving 

he tool along a desired path. 
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Fig. 3. Left: different manual loop tools used by professional sculptors; Right: our 

customized loop tool that can be attached to a UR5 as the robot end effector. 

Fig. 4. Seam comparison models. Left: sculpt paths intersecting at seam area 

without overlapping; Middle: sculpt paths intersecting at seams with overlapping; 

Right: continuous sculpt paths across the whole surface. 
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Fig. 5. Left: surface sculpted with 100 toolpaths of 18 mm length in random di- 

rection, generated from 100 randomly sampled points; Right: the same surface 

sculpted with 15 parallel toolpaths across the whole width of the patch. 
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We use similar customized tools with replaceable “loops”

 Fig. 6 ) and a handle that can be attached to the robot. Compared

o a conventional milling bit, one important benefit is the non- 

xisymmetry of the tool, which allows it to cut off clay strips of 

ifferent widths and sizes by simply rotating around its axis. While 

his additional flexibility is trivial for human users to control, it 

dds significant complexity to the planning algorithm—the addi- 

ional degree of freedom needs to be managed and exploited. 

.2. Parameter extraction experiments 

We categorize the experiments into two classes: patch-level pa- 

ameters and path-level parameters. The patch-level parameters af- 

ect the selected areas (“patches”) of the mesh on which the pre- 

erred sculpting styles are applied; the path-level parameters affect 

he toolpaths generated on each patch. The selected patch can be 

ither a portion of the whole mesh or the mesh itself. 

atch Geometry (patch-level) This parameter is directly related to 

ow an input model is decomposed. It defines the area and shape 

o which a particular style can be applied, and can be created with 

arious methods. We implemented a sketch-based method for the 

nteractive design process in our system ( Section 4 ). Note that for 

imple cases, manual decomposition with any mesh operation soft- 

are may suffice. 

atch Overlap (patch-level) We observed undesired material ag- 

regation near the seams between individual patches, leading to 

 clear visual separation. This is caused by the high ductility of 

he material—when the tool enters or exits the clay at the material 

nterface, it carries forward some material by pushing or pulling, 

ather than causing a clean separation. This effect is most visible 

hen entry and exit locations accumulate in the same spot. We 

ound that we could reduce this effect sufficiently by introducing 

n overlap between adjacent patches, as illustrated in Fig. 4 , and 

hus eliminating the accumulation. 

oolpath Length (path-level) The above-mentioned material prop- 

rty has a similar impact on the toolpaths generated for a spe- 
153 
ific patch. Regardless of the generation method, a toolpath will 

tart/end in three circumstances: 1) at the start/end point of an- 

ther toolpath (toolpaths connected), 2) along the length of an- 

ther toolpath (toolpaths overlapped), 3) at an empty area (tool- 

ath disconnected). 

Our experiments showed that for a specific patch, 1) and 2) will 

lways create leftover material at the intersection, and 3) will re- 

ult in an area remaining unsculpted in the target geometry. As the 

umber of intersection locations is largely decided by the num- 

er of toolpaths, we favor long toolpaths to reduce this aggrega- 

ion. Two extreme cases are shown in Fig. 5 , where one contains 

andomly generated short toolpaths in various directions and the 

ther contains only aligned toolpaths across the entire surface. 

oolpath Direction (path-level) This parameter affects the toolpath 

eneration process, and is the most important one for defining the 

rtistic style the user wishes to achieve. It affects the visual effects 

f the sculpted stripe patterns on the final surface as well as the 

utting depth into the clay. We use a Laplacian-based algorithm 

o generate evenly-distributed parallel-aligned toolpaths on top of 

ach path, and the details are explained in Section 4.3 . 

ool Direction (path-level) As shown in Fig. 10 , the three rotation 

arameters define the local pose of the tool. Our experiments con- 

rmed that the aligning direction affects the precision of the target 

urface, and the facing direction affects the amount of material cut 

y each toolpath. These parameters together also affect the final 

urface quality ( Section 4.4 ). 

Secondary Parameters Besides the parameters described above, 

e also experimented with several other parameters. These were 

ound to be generally less effective in influencing the design and 

abrication results compared those above, but still have an im- 

act on the final sculpted appearance depending on the styles we 

hoose ( Section 7 ). For completeness, we list them below: 

• Density of toolpaths : This parameter needs to ensure that the 

sculpted area covers the whole patch. Beyond that, increasing 

the density only increase optimization time with little gain for 

a selected tool. However, this parameter is still exposed to the 

user to compensate for any change in the tool. 
• Incline direction : This parameter does not affect the result as 

much as the other two listed in the Tool direction categories, as 

long as it does not cause any collisions. 
• Tool shape : As shown in Fig. 6 , we experimented with various 

tool shapes. However, we do not allow for tool changes during 

a sculpting task in general, so we exclude this parameter from 

the design stage. Note that the same optimization pipeline is 

applicable to different tool shapes. 

.3. Material properties 

As briefly mentioned in Section 3.2 , we discovered that the 

lasticity and viscosity of the clay affect, on a local scale, how 

he clay behaves when the tool enters, sculpts, and exits it—which 

hen directly affects the final appearance of the sculpted model. 
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Fig. 6. Customized loop tool heads of different shapes. 

Fig. 7. Sculpting styles created with different decom position schemes and tool- 

paths. 
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here are two main effects: 1) The clay demonstrates visible plas- 

ic behaviors when pushed by cross-section of the tool during the 

culpting process. Although we use a thin 1mm steel wire to re- 

uce the cross-sectional area in order to reduce the plastic effect 

s much as possible, leftover clay is still noticeable along the mov- 

ng paths of the tool. 2) Due to viscosity, the forces introduced by 

he tool cause a “pulling” effect when leaving the clay, and can 

ven cause failure to detach when the remaining material is unable 

o withstand these forces. This effect mainly happens between the 

lay subtracted by the tool and the clay model, resulting in small 

ccumulations on the target surface. 

Complete modelling of the clay is extremely challenging, as its 

aterial properties change over time when the contained water 

vaporates gradually. However, for a thin (1mm) tool made of steel 

ire, we found that by limiting the cutting speed to within 3-8cm/ 

, we could reduce these visible defects to an acceptable level. We 

hus decided to conduct the fabrication under these settings and 

ormulate the optimization using a purely geometric approach, re- 

olving robot motion and collision issues without involving any 

imulation of the material behaviour. 

.4. Style as an aesthetic feature 

One of the core contributions of our work is to deviate from a 

onventional path planning task by bringing the designer into the 

oop—to embed the user’s design expression as the sculpting styles 

n an automated robotic process. It provides a different perspective 

o robotic processes by adding manually-controlled elements into 

he “design-to-fabrication” process, and provides users with more 

reedom and control over their design expressions. Although not 

esigned to be a computer-human interaction system, our system 

mbeds design preferences and choices in a predefined manner. 

While conventional CNC milling prefers precision, our system 

avours the possibility of creating various visual styles with a min- 

mum amount of effort. It identifies a set of design parameters ab- 

tracted from fabrication experiments, and transfers the designed 

tyles from the digital environment to physical artefacts with ease. 

s evaluating the aesthetics of a sculpture is difficult and inher- 

ntly subjective, we leave it to the user to realize their creative in- 

ention by providing them with a considerable amount of freedom 

o explore this design space. 
154 
Figure 7 shows the sculpting style variations of a torso model 

reated by different decomposition schemes or toolpaths. The vi- 

ual styles formed by the sculpting toolpaths define a unique fea- 

ure of the sculpting process. We believe these style variations pro- 

ide new opportunities to explore new forms of robot control and 

o open discussions in human-robot interaction. More details are 

iscussed in Sections 4 and 5 . 

. User-driven toolpath generation 

.1. Design parameters 

One important goal of our research is to embed human design 

hoices and expressions as “styles” into the automated robotic fab- 

ication process. This requires the system to maintain a certain 

agnitude of precision, and at the same time deviate from the 

omogeneous look typical for the results of CNC milling. We rely 

n the key parameters selected based on the design experiments 

escribed in Section 3.2 to allow users to generate toolpaths cre- 

tively and transfer essential features into the fabrication process. 

ollowing the pipeline described in Section 1 , we assume that we 

an describe the input mesh with a quadrilateral topology (for ease 

f geometry processing, we define four corners and four edges to 

he mesh regardless of its shape) and interpret the selected 5 pa- 

ameters into variables that the user can access and modify in the 

UI: 

1. Free stroke locations drawn for model decomposition. 

2. Offset distance at the overlapping area between patches. 

3. Locations on patch boundaries as conceptual “corners”. 

4. Distribution of start and end points of the toolpaths. 

5. Number of toolpaths generated on each patch. 

(1), (2) are patch-level parameters and relate to the Decomposi- 

ion process; (3), (4), (5) are path-level parameters and relate to the 

oolpath Initialization process. We will explain both of them in de- 

ail below. 

For both CNC milling and our system, one necessary step of 

he toolpath generation is to develop toolpaths that can cover the 

hole surface of the input model. While common milling tasks 

se widely applied strategies including the parallel , scallop , radial 

nd flow-line methods, we require a different procedure to gener- 

te toolpaths as the robot end effector (i.e. the customized loop 

ool) is not axisymmetrical, as normal milling bits are. The normal 

f the cutting plane must be aligned towards the cutting direction 

or an effective cut (though it doesn’t need to be aligned fully), so 

tandard strategies would be insufficient. 

Therefore, we developed a global-to-local strategy that decom- 

oses the input model into small patches that can incorporate dif- 

erent sculpting intentions. Treating each patch individually, we 

enerate toolpaths based on the isolines of a scalar field, which 

n turn is defined through user-provided boundary conditions for 

ach patch. If no decomposition is given, the system will treat the 

hole mesh as a single patch, and conducts the toolpath genera- 

ion over the whole area. 

.2. Decomposition 

The Decomposition aims to allow the user to select different ar- 

as that can be treated separately for the toolpath generation. We 

eveloped a GUI to facilitate this task. The user can draw strokes 

n the model using a mouse, and the system will compute a dis- 

ance field for each disconnected stroke. This field measures the 

istance between mesh vertices and the strokes, and later helps 

o compute separate surface patches using a priority queue based 

n the measured distances. Once the result is visualized, the user 

an accordingly decide to either draw additional isolated strokes 
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Fig. 8. Left: distance field calculated from the drawn strokes; Middle: decomposed 

patches without overlapping boundaries; Right: decomposed patches with overlap- 

ping boundaries of 15 additional triangle loops. 

Fig. 9. Toolpath initialization: Left & Middle: same cutting point location, different 

distributions of assigned boundary values; Right: different cutting point location, 

distribution of assigned boundary value and density of paths. 
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Fig. 10. During a sculpting movement, the tool pose is defined by three vectors: 

the facing direction, the aligning direction, and the incline direction. 

Fig. 11. Local adjustment of the facing direction using curvature information. The 

fabrication results illustrate noticeable improvements of the surface quality. 
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o create more patches, or to intersect existing strokes with new 

troke(s) to modify the shape of the corresponding patches ( Fig. 8 ). 

Once the patch-geometry has been defined, the user can modify 

he overlapping areas around the borders where patches intersect. 

s the dimension of the input model may vary, this is achieved by 

djusting the number of facets in the overlap areas ( Fig. 8 ). This

djustment aims to prevent the aggregation of entry/exit locations 

f the loop tool, which will produce inferior surface quality due to 

he material behaviour discussed in Section 3.3 . 

.3. Initialization 

The Initialization process aims to provide intuitive toolpath gen- 

ration for each decomposed patch. We treat each patch as a 

quad-like” patch and ask the user to provide four “cutting” points 

ear the boundary of each patch. These points are used to seg- 

ent the closed boundary curve into four segments, i.e. two facing 

airs. We assign the vertices of the two segments of one of the 

airs with the value 0 and 1 respectively and assign that of the 

ther pair with values interpolated from 0 to 1. 

To generate the isolines, we use a technique similar to those 

escribed in Ma et al. [51] and Pereira et al. [52] . For each sur-

ace patch with n vertices, we compute a scalar field by solving 

he common Laplacian equation with boundary constraints: 

Lz (x ) = 0 , x ∈ �
z (x ) = z 0 (x ) , x ∈ ∂�

(1) 

here L is the n × n discrete Laplacian and x are the coordinates 

f the mesh vertices. Variables z (x ) and z 0 (x ) are vectors of per- 

ertex values of all the vertices and boundary vertices, respectively. 

hose elements of z that corresponds to the interior vertices are 

nknown, while the elements corresponding to the boundary ver- 

ices are given as constraints. We allow the user to modify the path 

irection and orientation by adjusting the position of the cutting 

oints, the distribution of the assigned values, and the number of 

oolpaths ( Fig. 9 ). 

We then interpolate a series of isolines from the scalar field. 

sers can set parameters interactively to find a path initialization 

hat matches their vision. We found that an overlap of more than 

0% of the tool width between adjacent paths is needed to allow 

or the optimization to modify the paths sufficiently in order to 

void collisions or match the target geometry more closely. 
155 
.4. Tool direction modification 

Although the Decomposition and Initialization processes succeed 

n transferring the design intention to initial toolpaths, we can 

urther improve our initialization through local adjustments of 

he tool direction. While we can generally rely on the optimiza- 

ion to compute the locally optimal results, the experiment below 

emonstrates that better initialization leads to better surface qual- 

ty ( Fig. 11 ), especially in high curvature areas where local minima 

ay occur during the optimization. 

As the loop tool has 6 DoF, we define the 3 directions that are 

ot constrained by a given toolpath (in fact, a series of tool po- 

itions) as facing direction, aligning direction and incline direction 

 Fig. 10 ). A milling bit has no facing direction as it always cuts at

he width of the tool’s diameter. For the loop tool, the cutting pro- 

le depends on the projection of the tool profile to the material 

long the toolpath direction and can be adjusted by its relative an- 

le to the tangent direction of the toolpath. 

For a sampled tool location along a toolpath, we initialize 

he incline direction using the normal direction of the patch, and 

roject the tangent direction of the toolpath to the tangent plane 

f the patch at the referenced point to initialize the facing direction . 

Additionally, we re-align some of the tool’s facing directions per- 

endicular to the averaged principal curvature [53] directions near 

igh curvature areas: 

 f = 

1 

N 

∑ 

r<r near 

n p (2) 

here N is the number of samples of the principal curvature n p 

ithin a pre-defined sphere of radius r near around the tool location. 

e illustrate the benefits of this post-processing step in Fig. 11 . 

With the above procedures, we obtain a general initialization of 

oth toolpaths and tool directions. However, there is no guarantee 

hat these results can be executed with a specific robot without 

ny collision or reachability problems. It would thus require the 
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Fig. 12. An overview of the main components of the optimization model. The robot 

is shown in its rest pose, from where it traverses towards the workpiece (toolpath 

S f ree and S inter ) and performs the cut ( S cut ). The robot then moves back to its rest 

pose—although typically it would loop around and perform a number of successive 

cuts, optimized simultaneously, to carve out the entirety of a given surface patch. 

Fig. 13. Penalty functions on distance used for collision avoidance (left) and surface 

matching (right). 
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ser to manually modify the paths iteratively for a specific robot 

n use to resolve all collision issues, or use a simplified version or 

llow certain collisions ( Fig. 15 middle, Fig. 16 upper right)— this 

s one of the main reasons that led us to develop the optimization 

rocess described in Section 5 . 

. Optimal path planning 

The toolpath generation in the previous sections defines a path 

hat sweeps the target surface closely and expresses the aesthetic 

references of the user. It is, however, not guaranteed to be fea- 

ible, in the sense that it cannot be executed by a given robot 

ithout causing collisions or exceeding the robot’s reach. There- 

ore, given a patch of the target surface and the associated tool- 

aths (collectively referred to as the input toolpath in this section), 

e need to find a robot trajectory that 1) is feasible, 2) produces a 

ut surface that best approximates the target surface and 3) main- 

ains the overall aesthetics of the cut surface implied by the input 

oolpath. 

We follow an approach similar to the one proposed by Duenser 

t al. [39] for computing cut trajectories for an elastically de- 

ormable tool, manipulated by a two-armed robot. At the core 

f this approach lies the formulation of an optimization problem 

hich matches the surface swept by the tool during movement 

 toolsurface ) with the surface of the input model ( target shape ). In

articular, we use similar formulations for the physical model of 

he system, the final primary objective , the constraint objectives and 

he last two of the secondary objectives , as introduced below. 

odel Description The robot trajectory is represented through a 

equence of robot poses ( trajectory points ), each defined by the set 

f joint angles q i , collectively forming the full trajectory q = ( q i ) . 

n the case that a turntable is used, we simply view it as an addi-

ional robot joint and include its orientation in q , so that our op- 

imization will treat the whole system as 7-DoF. The tool is rigidly 

ttached to the robot end effector and modeled by its center line 

 i , such that the path swept by the tool forms the toolsurface S . 

etween the discrete steps of the trajectory we approximate this 

urface as piecewise linear. Using a kinematic model for the robot, 

he toolsurface is then fully defined through the joint angles as 

 = S( q ) . For a full description of the setup, we further consider

he target shape T and its currently processed subsection T ∗, the 

urrent shape of the workpiece W , as well as any other obstacles O
n the scene, such as the turntable. If the target mesh is split into

everal patches, the shape of the workpiece is updated after apply- 

ng each of the corresponding cuts. See Fig. 12 for an overview of 

he simulated setup. 

ptimization Problem Similarly to Duenser et al. [39] , we formu- 

ate an unconstrained optimization problem of the form 

in 

q 
E( q ) = E prime + E constr + E sec , (3) 

here all physical constraints are enforced through penalty terms, 

ollectively denoted E constr . The principal design objective E prime de- 

nes a cost for the distance between the toolpath and its target, 

hile E sec collects several secondary objectives, as laid out in more 

etail below. We solve this minimization problem using Newton’s 

ethod with line search and a Levenberg-Marquardt type regular- 

zation. 

The trajectory we optimize, and correspondingly the toolsur- 

ace, consists of several distinct, predefined subsections: One or 

ore cut portions S cut , in accordance with individual cuts of the 

nput toolpath, which are designated to carve out the target shape. 

ransitional portions S f ree , which describe the free movement in- 

etween individual cuts, as well as from and to a fixed robot rest 

ose. And finally, intermediate portions S inter , which are short con- 

ecting sections at the interface between S cut and S f ree . While the 
156 
oolsurface of these sections may take part in cutting through the 

aterial, it is not optimized to match the target shape. 

.1. Primary objective and constraints 

Surface Matching The primary objective E prime measures the 

loseness between the toolpath and the given target. We view this 

s a non-rigid surface registration problem and match the target 

urface T ∗ with the toolsurface S cut . Starting from a dense set of 

ample points on the target surface T ∗, we penalize the absolute 

istances to their respective closest points on the toolsurface S cut . 

n principle, a simple quadratic penalty could be used for this. Al- 

hough in a case where portions of T ∗ can not feasibly be cut, this 

hoice can lead to an undesirable overemphasis on these regions. 

nstead, we turn to a smooth step function of the form 

 τ (d) = 

{
3 

(
d 
τ

)
2 − 2 

(
d 
τ

)
3 0 ≤ d < τ

1 d ≥ τ. 
(4) 

This function acts similar to a quadratic penalty for a distance 

close to zero, but smoothly transitions to a constant penalty over 

 transitional region of size τ ( Fig. 13 , right). Thereby, regions that 

re definitely uncuttable, i.e. with a distance larger than τ , are sim- 

ly ignored. 

nitialization Procedure Due to the relatively fine-scaled geometry 

f the toolsurface and its low rigidity, the outlined surface match- 

ng is prone to a large number of undesirable local minima. It 

herefore relies on a fairly good initialization, for which we use the 

nput toolpath. To this end, we split the optimization process into 

wo distinct stages. During the first, we do not apply the surface 

atching objective as the primary objective. Rather, we match the 

ut portion of the toolpath to the input toolpath, with regards to 

he position and orientation of the tool, using a quadratic penalty. 

nce a toolpath is found which resembles the input path as close 

s possible but has a feasible trajectory, we gradually drop this ini- 
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1 The clay we use for this paper is a typical fine-grain pottery clay. 
ial objective and apply surface matching instead. Using the input 

oolpath as initialization also establishes the desired global path 

ayout, and in our experiments we found that this layout was gen- 

rally well preserved during the surface matching stage, even once 

he initial objective had been removed entirely. At the same time, 

atching only the toolsurface provides a larger degree of freedom 

or the robot trajectory, allowing it to gracefully avoid collisions 

ven in challenging situations. 

hysical Limits The constraints we consider are the robot’s limi- 

ations on joint angles, as well as collisions of the robot and the 

ool. These collisions are namely: 1) self-collisions of the robot, 2) 

ollisions between the robot and the workpiece W and obstacles 

, 3) collisions between the toolsurface S and the obstacles O, 4) 

ollisions between S f ree and the workpiece W , and 5) penetration 

f S cut and S inter into the target shape T . 
For the implementation of robot collisions, the robot model is 

quipped with a number of spherical collision primitives, typically 

ight per link. From each collision primitive the signed distance is 

omputed to all of the other collision spheres, as well as to the 

losest point on each of the objects in the scene. The latter are 

ccurately represented through triangle meshes. A negative sign of 

he distance thereby signifies penetration. Similarly, proximity of 

he toolsurface S is evaluated on a dense set of sample points on 

he surface, for each of which the smallest distance to the relevant 

bjects is computed. We then penalize these distances with the 

ne-sided quadratic function 

 λ(d) = 

{
(d − λ) 2 d < λ
0 d ≥ λ, 

(5) 

here λ is a safety margin ( λ > 0 ) or tolerance ( λ < 0 ) ( Fig. 13 ,

eft). The same type of penalty is applied directly to the joint an- 

les of the robot. The weighted sum of all penalties constitutes the 

ull constraint objective E constr , whereby the weights are chosen to 

e large compared to any of the remaining objectives, such that 

he constraints are enforced rigidly. 

.2. Secondary objectives 

We identified several additional criteria for the quality and 

racticability of a toolpath, enforced through additional objectives 

 sec . 

rthogonal tool orientation For the fabrication process, it is fa- 

orable to keep the cutting direction orthogonal to the tool plane. 

hile a cut can be produced when the tool plane is aligned with 

he cutting direction, this would produce only a narrow slit, of- 

en without fully removing a portion of clay from the workpiece. 

here is a high risk the clay will subsequently reattach, effectively 

ndoing the cut. By only cutting orthogonal to the tool plane, long, 

arrow shavings are produced which can be removed immediately. 

et c i j be the sample point j of the tool of time step i . For each c i j 

e penalize the deviation of the tool facing direction u i from the 

ocal cut direction v i j , for those sample points on the tool engaged 

n the cutting, as 

 

i j 

orth 
= l i j sin 

4 (∠ (u i , v i j )) H 

∗
a,τ (d W,i j ) . (6) 

The symbol ∠ (·, ·) is the angle spanned by two vectors. The 

ut direction is computed as v i j = 1 / 2 ( ̂ v − + ̂

 v + ) , where v − = c i, j −
 i −1 , j , v + = c i +1 , j − c i, j , and ˆ · represents a normalized vector. The 

ssociated step size l i j = 1 / 2 (‖ v −‖ + ‖ v + ‖ ) is used to weight the

bjective. Finally, the last term of the equation represents a weight 

n the range [0,1] indicating whether the sample point is inside 

r close to the workpiece W and therefore is relevant for the cut. 

erein H 

∗
a,τ (d) = 1 − H τ (d − a ) is an inverted smooth step function
157 
hifted by a tolerance a , and d W 

is the signed distance between the 

ample point and W . 

Smooth discrete toolpath To ensure smoothness of the discretized 

oolpath we penalize the angle spanned by the piecewise linear 

ath of a tool sample point at each time step through 

 

i j 

smooth 
= l i j α

2 
i j H 

∗
a,τ (d T ,i j ) , (7) 

here αi j = ∠ (v −, v + ) . This angle can essentially be viewed as the

atio between the local, approximated curvature of the toolpath 

i.e. αi j /l i j ) and the sampling density (given by 1 /l i j ). Thus, the

bjective does allow for an arbitrarily large curvature of the path, 

rovided that the temporal resolution is adequate locally. As above, 

e weight the objective with the path length l i j , and also accord- 

ng to the closeness d T to the target shape, such that only portions 

f the cut are affected which may be visible in the final object. 

imited joint angle step size While for the optimization we as- 

ume the toolpath is given by a linear interpolation of the tool ge- 

metry at discrete time steps, during fabrication the robot trajec- 

ory is interpolated linearly in joint angle space. For the k th joint of 

he robot, a step of βi,k = q i,k − q i −1 ,k in joint angle space induces 

 maximum interpolation error of 

i, j,k = r i, j,k 

(
1 − cos 

(βi,k 

2 

))
, (8) 

here r i, j,k is the distance between a tool sample point c i, j and the 

 th robot axes. For simplicity, we assume a rough, fixed estimate ˜ r k 
or this distance for each joint angle, and penalize the correspond- 

ng approximation error through 

 

i,k 
joint 

= 

(
˜ r k 

(
1 − cos 

(βi,k 

2 

)))
2 . (9) 

Limited tool step size Collision avoidance of the toolsurface is 

arried out with a fixed number of sample points. In order to 

aintain an adequate sampling density, it is necessary to limit the 

tep size of the tool. Again, we apply a one-sided quadratic penalty 

 

i, j 
step = P −δ

(
−

∥∥c i, j − c i −1 , j 

∥∥)
(10) 

o roughly ensure an upper bound of δ. 

uadratic regularization Finally, we apply a weak quadratic regu- 

arization to the tool step size, such that all portions of the tool- 

ath which are not governed by any of the above objectives remain 

hort and smooth: 

 

i, j 
reg = 

∥∥c i, j − c i −1 , j 

∥∥2 
. (11) 

. Results 

To demonstrate the versatility of our system, we designed and 

abricated four prototypes featuring different geometric character- 

stics. The decomposition of the input model by drawing strokes 

n the GUI and generating toolpaths for each patch takes around 

.5h on average, depending on the number of decomposed patches 

nd the number of attempts made to match the user’s intention. 

he optimization takes 1h to 4h on average for the models we 

resent here (torso, eye, face, 3D Möbius ring). The fabrication 

akes around 1h on average with a joint velocity of 1rad/s for the 

eading axis (the movej command [54] ). After fabrication, the clay 

eeds around one day to air-dry until its surface solidifies, and at 

east two days to be fully dried. 1 Since the focus of our method is 

n sculpting and not on a complete ceramic workflow, we did not 

ake our model, though we do not see any barrier for doing so. 

The optimization framework is implemented in C++, making use 

f the Eigen library [55] for matrix algebra. Searches for closest 
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Table 1 

Statistics of presented examples. 

model # patches avg trajectory pts/patch optimization time fabrication time 

Torso 5 334 1h 57m 7m 

Face 6 445 4h 11m 26m 

7 473 4h 30m 31m 

9 412 5h 33m 33m 

Eye 3 624 1h 21m 16m 

Möbius 8 339 1h 39m 31m 

Fig. 14. Left: our customized tool attached to the UR5 ; Right: the Arduino- 

controlled turntable. 
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Fig. 15. The eye model. Left: Input geometry; Middle: model by executing CAD- 

modelled toolpaths; Right: model by executing trajectories generated from our sys- 

tem. 

Fig. 16. Sculpting results of the face model. Top-left: input geometry; Rest: initial- 

ized toolpaths and the results with different styles by executing robot trajectories 

generated from our system. 
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oints on surfaces, as required for collision avoidance, are per- 

ormed through an axis aligned bounding box tree, using the li- 

igl library [56] . This operation accounts for the largest part of the 

omputational costs in the procedure, with roughly 50%. Another 

5%-20% of costs can be attributed the forward kinematics of the 

obot, and the respective first- and second order derivatives. For 

ontext, it should be noted that collisions between toolsurface and 

arget surface are tested on 140 sample points per trajectory point, 

nd the distance function for surface matching is evaluated with 

imilar density. Computation times for all examples are reported 

n Table 1 , obtained on a standard PC with a 3.4GHz Intel Core i7-

770 CPU. 

.1. Fabrication setup 

We designed a custom loop tool with a metal handle and a 3D 

rinted ABS base. For the examples shown in this paper, we chose 

 rectangular profile with 10mm cutting width and 30mm cutting 

epth, made of 1mm steel wire. The cutting depth is limited by 

he stiffness of the wire to avoid visible deformation while cutting. 

he loop is screwed onto the customized handle ( 10 mm × 10 mm 

ross-sectional area), which is attached to a UR5 through the ABS 

ase. 

For all the models fabricated in Sections 6 and 7 , we obtain the

tarting clay shape by sculpting over an initial clay block using par- 

llel toolpaths on a geometry offset from the target model. This 

trategy is similar to the parallel roughing strategy used in conven- 

ional CNC milling, but does not need to be precise, since its pur- 

ose is to obtain a clay shape that is within the cutting depth lim-

ts (see aforementioned paragraph) to start the fine-scale sculpting 

rocess described in this paper. This roughing step can take ad- 

antage of the whole depth of the tool. The main sculpting process 

hen conducts both the fine cut and the fabrication of the styles 

imultaneously. 

We use a custom turntable controlled by an Arduino Uno to 

ompensate for the limited reach of the robot. It rotates in both 

irections with 1 . 8 ◦ resolution, and acts as the 7th axis of our sys- 

em to rotate the model to a position within the robot’s reach. 

 Fig. 14 ). The positions of the turntable during the sculpting pro- 
158 
ess is obtained from our optimization, together with the other six 

oint angles of the robot arm. 

.2. Fabricated models 

Besides the torso model ( Fig. 7 ), the simplest of our examples 

s the eye model ( Fig. 15 ), which contains concave features that are

early impossible to generate collision-free toolpaths for. We made 

everal attempts through our CAD-modelling process, but fell back 

o use a smoothed version of the model as the collisions cannot 

e fully resolved. However, our optimization component resolves 

ll the collisions and generates toolpath trajectories that achieve 

abricated results with reasonable quality, even with a customized 

ool that is oversized for the details around the iris area. 

We further use our interactive, user-guided design method to 

ecompose and generate toolpaths for a face model that contains 

ore challenging geometric features around the eye area (concave 

ith large curvature) and the nose area (sharp edges). Similarly, 

AD-modelled toolpaths failed to resolve collisions around the eye 

orner, but our system successfully fabricates the different styles 

e desire( Fig. 16 ). 
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Fig. 17. Left: Reachability limitation from inadequate side blade length. Right: Illus- 

tration of model areas cut by side blade or bottom blade . 
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Fig. 18. The two models used for style exploration demonstration: left – Height- 

field image for generating the “G” model; middle – the “G” model; right – the ab- 

stract face model. 

Fig. 19. The referred three classes of brushstrokes for sculpting toolpaths: stippling 

(left, “Haymaking” by Camille Pissarro ), short straight stroke (middle, “Starry Night”

by Vincent Van Gogh ), long continuous stroke (right, “The Scream” by Edvard Munch . 

Fig. 20. Comparison model using different alignments of the toolpaths. 
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Our system even allows the use of different parts of the tool 

or the sculpting process. In the 3D Möbius ring example ( Fig. 17 -

ight), we use the bottom blade to sculpt the outer patches, and the 

ide blade for the inner patches which are inaccessible to the bot- 

om blade due to collision issues. However, we noticed two limita- 

ions: 1) Models with a thin connection to the base are likely to be

eformed during the fabrication, which causes lower precision. In 

his example, we compensate it by manually supporting the model. 

) Sculpting with the side blade , the maximum cut depth naturally 

annot exceed the length of the tool. This can become a limiting 

actor when cutting the innermost portion of the ring, and con- 

traints the possible size of the model. 

Preference for using a specific edge of the tool can be set by 

hoosing the appropriate tool-local frame used for the initializa- 

ion phase. The subsequent path optimization on the other hand is 

gnostic to the notion of distinct blades. That is, it treats the en- 

ire tool as one blade. Similarly to the overall path layout, we find 

hat any preferences implied by the initialization are typically well 

reserved. As shown in Fig. 17 (left), we verify the reachability lim- 

tation by fabricating two Möbius models with different thickness. 

. Style exploration 

The initialization process described in Section 4 demonstrates a 

eneralized method to obtain a set of toolpaths to create a specific 

ype of sculpting styles (visual patterns). While the decomposition 

mproves the diversity of the styles over the whole sculpted sur- 

ace, we see limitations in using only one strategy multiple times 

uring a sculpting process. Additionally, the artistic expression of 

he sculpting gesture is not fully explored, if compared to the re- 

ults sculpted by a human sculptor. In this section, we draw our 

nspiration from the brushstroke of various paintings and create a 

arger set of initialization techniques, enlarging the possibilities of 

ur robotic sculpting techniques. 

Brushstroke styles were often used to classify the genres of 

aintings [57] or attribute works of art to certain artists [58] . Us- 

ng personalized brushstroke styles, famous painters created their 

pecific signatures, which have also been analysed and reproduced 

ith various modern techniques [40,41,59] . While it is not our 

im to conduct a “style transfer” from specific paintings to a 3D 

culpted object, the similarity between a brushstroke and a sculpt- 

ng toolpath indeed inspires us to explore the possibility of expres- 

ive styles for our system. 

For demonstrations shown in this section, we enlarge the tool 

ets for the sculpting process by adding a round-end loop tool and 

 half-width flat-end loop tool (the first two tools in Fig. 6 ), ex-

ecting different com parisons of resolutions (lar ge/small) and sin- 

le stroke style (flat/round). For models, we used a relatively flat 

odel generated from a height-field image of the letter “G” and 

n abstract 3D face model to compare the visual appearance of the 

eveloped styles on different types of surfaces ( Fig. 18 , flat model 
159 
low curvature surface with geometric details, abstract face model 

a volumetric model with various curvatures). 

.1. Style classification & toolpath generation 

While there exists a large collection of brushstroke techniques 

or paintings, including hatching, cross-hatching, brush ruling, flat 

ash, stippling, dry brush, etc., some are only reasonable for paint- 

ng brushstrokes and color pigments. We selected paintings with 

hree different types of representative brushstrokes based on the 

troke length-to-width ratio ( Fig. 19 ), and developed multiple sub- 

tyles for each type by varying the parameters tool width, tool 

hape, and toolpath length. For sculpting, we define the “length- 

o-width ratio” as the ratio of the toolpath length over the width 

f the tool. Instead of adding surface textures to sculpted objects 

s many human artists do (for instance, a “feather” texture for a 

culpted bird), our aim in this paper is to create effective sculpting 

oolpaths, meaning the “styles” are created while conducting the 

culpting process. 

tippling The stippling technique uses short sculpting toolpaths 

“scoops”) of length-to-width ratio around 1 to sculpt over the 

arget area. Based on our experiments, the sculpting style cre- 

ted by toolpaths of this length-to-width ratio is mostly direction- 

ndependent to the alignment of the toolpaths—we don’t need to 

ake care of the toolpath direction, and can even use toolpaths 

ith randomized directions. Fig. 20 shows two sculpted results 

ith different alignments, using a 5mm width flat-end tool and 

mm length for all toolpaths. Thought the appearances of the 

wo results look somewhat different, the difference caused by the 

lignments of the toolpath directions are almost negligible, as the 

lignments contribute no additional visual effects. The two exam- 

les both contain 411 toolpath segments, and the midpoints of 
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Fig. 21. Comparison model using different tool widths and alignment map param- 

eters: A vs. B – \ boldmath 10mm vs. \ boldmath 5mm; B vs. C – radial vs. contour; 

C vs. D – straight vs. curved toolpaths. 
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Fig. 22. Different models sculpted using the Long continuous stroke technique. 

Table 2 

Parameter sensitivity of the three style categories. 

style density direction tool profile 

stippling ✗ ✗ ✗ 

short straight stroke 
√ √ √ 

long continuous stroke ✗ 
√ √ 
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he segments follow a Poisson disk distribution over the whole 

culpted area. 

As named, this technique is inspired by the similar technique 

sed in paintings ( Fig. 19 -left) yet is also similar to the “dither”

echnique used in painting or pixel art, where dots of different 

ensities are used to create pattern effects. The utilization of this 

echnique in a sculpting process allows no space between the 

coops, as the whole area needs to be covered by the sculpting 

aths. 

hort Straight Stroke The short straight stroke technique uses 

irected short sculpting toolpaths of length-to-width ratio about 

 . 5 − 3 to sculpt over the target area. Unlike the stippling tech- 

ique, the direction of the toolpaths will impact the visual percep- 

ion of the styles. Thus, we can create various sub-styles by using 

ifferent strategies to generate the alignment map. 

While artists use different sizes of paintbrushes to create dif- 

erent level of details in their paintings and different level of ab- 

tractions, sculptures can similarly present the potential of non- 

ealistic expressiveness by creating different levels of abstraction 

f the model. We demonstrate the ability of our system by using 

culpting tools of different width with the same alignment of the 

oolpaths on the same model. 

To our surprise, curved toolpaths at this length-to-width ratio 

 1 . 5 − 3 ) have no visible effects on the result appearances with

he current technique. Though the overall perception of the “G”

s improved, this is mostly due to the exceeding number of tool- 

aths rather than the curvature of the toolpaths. In addition, the 

on-negligible number of turns in the toolpaths causes the tool to 

crape on the surface with many unexpected small defects ( Fig. 21 - 

, top inner area) due to the material properties of clay described 

n Section 3.3 . We thus limit the technique to only straight paths, 

s suggested already by the name of this technique. 

Figure 21 demonstrates the sculpted results by varying param- 

ters discussed above using the short straight stroke. 

ong Continuous Stroke The long continuous stroke technique uses 

ontinuous sculpting toolpaths of length-to-width ratio > 4 . We 

on’t set an upper limit since toolpaths in this category are long 

nough to be treated as curves on the surface and the final ap- 

earances are mostly caused by how the curve flows along the sur- 

ace. Similar to the short straight stroke , this technique also allows 

lmost infinite possibilities to generate toolpaths. Notice that the 

trategy described in Section 4.3 also falls into this category. 

We show sculpted examples using the long continuous stroke 

echnique with toolpaths generated with two different strategies 

isoline and contour) in Fig. 22 , as well as the same strategy (con-

our) on different models. We leave the additional exploration to 

he readers for developing creative toolpath-generation strategies 

sing this technique. 
160 
.2. Style analysis 

We demonstrated the characteristics of three different sculpt- 

ng style categories in Section 7.1 with sculpted examples, but how 

ach style category should be used and what parameters will affect 

he final results still remains unanswered. Due to the unquantifi- 

ble characteristic of artistic styles, we conduct a qualified analysis 

o explain the inner relations between the sculpting styles and the 

mportant parameters. 

arameter Sensitivity Based on the examples we sculpted with 

ifferent styles, we summarize the parameter sensitivity of each 

tyle in Table 2 . Understandably, the stippling technique is the 

ost simple and stable style generation strategy, as each sculpt- 

ng “scoop” is similar to drawing a “point” on the paper. The re- 

ulting effects are predictable since the visual appearance largely 

epends on the accumulated effects of these “points”. As the num- 

er of the toolpaths are significantly higher than in the “isoline”

trategy described in Section 4.3 , the material effect described in 

ection 3.3 has more impact on the final appearance, and even 

verwhelms the intensity difference caused by the tool profile, 

hich is explained in Fig. 24 . 

While the direction parameter has been well explained in 

ection 7.1 , the toolpath density parameter is highly related to the 

eed-in/out position of the toolpaths, causing small material ac- 

umulation “dots” on the target surface. Since we are optimizing 

he number and position of the toolpaths for “best coverage” and 

minimum overlap”, the overlapping of the toolpaths will cause 

he feed-in/out position of one toolpath to overlay on another. 

his effect has little impact on the stippling and long continuous 

troke technique as the former is composed of only “dots” and the 

ong toolpaths on the highest layer will always look long. However, 

he situation is different for the short straight stroke technique, 

s these feed-in/out “dots” will break the toolpaths they overlay 

nto shorter segments with the length-to-width ratio falling into 

he stippling category—the alignment effects intended by the short 

traight stroke technique are thus sometimes visually disturbed. 

In general, the tool profile parameter affects the results as the 

tyle intensity. This is mostly due to the shape of the bottom blade 

nd the local curvature of the sculpted surface, as shown in Fig. 24 .

n most cases, the round-end loop tool causes depth variation 
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Fig. 23. The abstract face model sculpted with different tools and in different tool- 

path densities: left – 250 toolpaths, round tool; middle – 400 toolpaths, round tool; 

right – 400 toolpaths, flat tool. 

Fig. 24. Two examples of carved geometries by flat-end and round-end tools on an 

arbitrary doubly-curved surface. As seen in the figure, the round-end tool causes 

more depth variations in the results due to the profiles of the intersection between 

the toolpaths and the base geometry. 
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Fig. 25. Various tests using ineffective parameters: top-left – randomized cross- 

hatch units; middle – aligned cross-hatch units with different tool profiles; right 

– minimal coverage cross-hatch units with different toolpath depths; bottom-left –

each “crosshatching” unit is composed of two 3-control-point NURBS curves, and 

the whole unit is parametrized with two parameters: the angle between the two 

curves, and the deviation of the end points perpendicular to the original straight 

curve in the tangential plane. 

Fig. 26. Style composition based on different decompositions of the abstract face 

model: left–flat-end tool; middle–round-end tool; right– flat-end tool + round-end 

tool. 
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long each cut more than the flat-end tool, thus creating stronger 

nd more dynamic visual effects, increasing the style intensity and 

xpressiveness. 

xpressiveness vs. Precision 

As mentioned in Section 3.4 , we set out to develop various 

culpting styles as an artistic feature to our robotic sculpting sys- 

em, providing users with a palette of sculpting styles emulat- 

ng human sculptor patterns, rather than following the purely 

recision-driven approach of industrial CNC milling systems. 

However, there are several factors affecting the expressiveness 

f the chosen styles. Treating a 100% matching model as the 

most precise” result, we think the different levels of expressive- 

ess come from the different levels of abstraction provided by the 

culpting styles. In other words, the redundant material accumula- 

ion either created intentionally or caused by the sculpting process 

nintentionally affects how we perceive the sculpted results. 

As shown in Figs. 21 and 23 , larger tools result in lower resolu-

ion but higher abstraction, while smaller tools sculpt with better 

recision. Additionally, the flat-end tool allows for a better approx- 

mation of the target surface in convex regions, while the round 

ool results in more material leftovers. However, it is worth notic- 

ng that the abstraction should not diminish the reading of the 

ase geometry, as in areas with geometric details (for instance, the 

ose area), stronger style intensity may have negative effects on 

he overall perception (the eye area of Fig. 26 -right can also be 

een as one example). Additionally, as we’ve already discussed pre- 

iously, the width variation of the toolpaths caused by the chang- 

ng curvature of the base model and the profile of the round tool 

rovides extra dynamic effects ( Fig. 26 -middle, forehead), similar 

o the appearance produced by a human sculptor. 
161 
In general, it would be desirable to clarify the feature lines of 

he base model—for instance, the visual lines that define the shape 

f the nose—during the selection of the styles, while more choices 

re available for larger low curvature areas depending on the user’s 

reference of the expressiveness. 

eakly Effective Factors During the development of the three cat- 

gories of style, we discovered that certain factors that are effec- 

ive for paintings or drawings do not work well in the sculpting 

ontext. We show the representative ones in Fig. 25 . 

For these experiments, we use a parametrized “cross” stroke 

nit, inspired from the common “crosshatching” techniques from 

ainting and sketching. We place multiple units over the target 

rea on random positions or a grid (left v.s. middle & right), in 

ifferent densities (middle v.s. right), with different tools (middle 

op–flat v.s. middle bottom–round), and in different depth (right 

op–same depth v.s. right bottom–long-stroke 1mm deeper than 
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he short one in each unit). Because of the overlapping character- 

stics of the cross-unit itself, these experiments demonstrate the 

ollowing conclusions: 

• For non-stippling styles, organizing the toolpaths towards a cer- 

tain alignment is necessary to obtain the desired visual effects; 
• For toolpaths falling into the Short Straight Stroke category, an 

excessive number of toolpaths impairs the desired visual effects 

(both direction and intensity); 
• Toolpaths with larger depths may have stronger visual intensity, 

but it diminishes the visual perception of the other toolpaths. 

.3. Style composition 

While we have demonstrated and analysed the three categories 

f sculpting styles, the power of the artistic expressiveness in our 

ystem comes from the style combination supported by the de- 

omposition step ( Section 4.2 ). We show three sculpted examples 

n the same abstract face model using different tools and decom- 

osition pattern in Fig. 26 . 

While the flat-end tool results in a more precise final appear- 

nce with subtle styles, the round tool provides us with a more ex- 

ressive appearance, or even abstract facial expressions. The model 

culpted with both tools ( Fig. 26 -right) shows a strong artistic con- 

rast using almost identical methods to generate the toolpaths (dif- 

erent center point of the radial alignments). 

. Conclusion 

We have presented an interactive design and fabrication system 

hat allows users to design different styles for sculpting clay mod- 

ls with a 6-axis robot. We identified and extracted a set of key pa-

ameters from a series of sculpting experiments and exposed them 

o the users in an interactive user interface we developed. The in- 

erface allows the user to decompose the input mesh into desired 

atches by drawing free sketch strokes and embed their design ex- 

ressions as different sculpting styles individually by generating a 

et of corresponding initial sculpting toolpaths. 

After the toolpaths have been initialized, our system conducts 

ptimal path planning to resolve robot collision and reachability 

ssues while still maintaining a maximum match to the given in- 

ut surface. To increase the robot’s capabilities, we also added an 

rduino-controlled turntable and integrated it into the optimiza- 

ion pipeline. We have demonstrated the capacity of our system 

hrough a set of fabricated clay models: torso, eye, face, and 3D 

öbius ring. Moreover, as evidenced by the wide variety of styles 

or the same model, our system successfully enlarges the magni- 

ude of expression incorporated during the design stage. 

.1. Limitation and future work 

It is the combination of initialization and optimization that 

akes our system not only a robotic extension of the human hand, 

ut a system that can intelligently fulfill certain design intentions. 

et we still have a long way to go to merge the system seamlessly 

nto the human endeavours of design and creation. Many exciting 

uestions are still left open for future work. 

First, our system utilizes a subtractive strategy for the sculpt- 

ng process assuming the clay to be rigid. This assumption works 

ell when sculpting robust areas, but may cause imprecise re- 

ults in areas with slender features due to the material deforma- 

ion caused by the sculpting movement. 2 We plan to investigate 
2 Professional sculptors often use inner skeletons (usually bent metal wires) to 

upport such models, such as fingers in a hand model, or the nose tip of our face 

odel. However, the fact that we do not use any skeletons also limits our selection 

f models. 

A

c

J

162 
ethods that incorporate material simulation during the optimiza- 

ion for a better prediction, or that use external sensors to create a 

losed-loop system. This will contribute to controlling small accu- 

ulations caused by the material deformation, and the visual in- 

ensity of the styles. 

Second, our current system can only predict the sculpted geom- 

try after running the toolpath optimization. As the optimization 

rocess is computationally demanding, the current pipeline cannot 

resent a predicted representation of the final appearance to the 

sers instantly. We plan to investigate different methods that can 

pproximate the final appearance independent of the optimization 

o as to enhance the design process with instant feedback. 

Third, we explored various techniques for generating toolpaths 

o define a collection of sculpting styles. While these techniques 

mploy parameters including tool profile, toolpath length and den- 

ity, toolpath alignment, etc., techniques with an excessive number 

f toolpaths are not fully compatible with the optimization com- 

onent. We plan to improve the optimization with better compat- 

bility in the future. 

Fourth, compared to the dexterity of a human hand that can 

pply additive, subtractive, and formative techniques during the 

culpting process, our system only utilizes the subtractive process, 

ith one type of tool. While combining both additive and subtrac- 

ive techniques in the fabrication process is not difficult, predict- 

ng the material behaviour under formative processes (modelling, 

ushing) to fulfill the optimization tasks will require a simulation 

omponent. 

Fifth, we developed the customized GUI for non-expert users 

o work on non-fired clay only. However, similar robotic processes 

ave much larger application, such as foam wire cutting, wax cut- 

ing, or even fired clay, and the targeted user group may also 

xtend to experts. Evaluations of the usability of our approach 

hrough user studies with experts and non-experts can provide 

ore information about the effectiveness of our design abstraction, 

nd highlight how we can extend the expressiveness of robotic 

culpting. Ultimately, our path planning framework can also serve 

s a platform to fabricate with other materials and processes, 

hrough additional physical tests and tool designs. 
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